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ABSTRACT
A hydrocyclone is a macroscale separation device employed in various industries, with many advantages, including high-throughput and
low operational costs. Translating these advantages to microscale has been a challenge due to the microscale fabrication limitations that can
be surmounted using 3D printing technology. Additionally, it is difficult to simulate the performance of real 3D-printed micro-hydrocyclones because of turbulent eddies and the deviations from the design due to printing resolution. To address these issues, we propose a new
experimental method for the direct observation of particle motion in 3D printed micro-hydrocyclones. To do so, wax 3D printing and soft
lithography were used in combination to construct a transparent micro-hydrocyclone in a single block of polydimethylsiloxane. A highspeed camera and fluorescent particles were employed to obtain clear in situ images and to confirm the presence of the vortex core. To
showcase the use of this method, we demonstrate that a well-designed device can achieve a 95% separation efficiency for a sample containing a mixture of (desired) stem cells and (undesired) microcarriers. Overall, we hope that the proposed method for the direct visualization
of particle trajectories in micro-hydrocyclones will serve as a tool, which can be leveraged to accelerate the development of micro-hydrocyclones for biomedical applications.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0025391
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate size separation or fractionation of micro-particles is a
critical step in several industrial processes,1 environmental assays,2
biotechnological sensing and production,3–5 and in numerous
research activities.6,7 Numerous active and passive microfluidic
systems have been developed to separate and/or concentrate microparticles and cells. Active separation techniques, including dielectrophoresis, acoustophoresis, and magnetophoresis, offer relatively fast
and efficient particle sorting, but they are intricate and expensive.8
Passive techniques, including membrane-microfiltration and hydrodynamic sorting, are frequently utilized, but they are often slow and
less efficient/selective methods.9,10 To address these issues, researchers
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have proposed new micro-separation approaches, including hydrodynamic filtration,11–13 deterministic lateral displacement (DLD),14
pinched flow fractionation,15,16 inertial microfluidics,17–20 shearinduced diffusion,21,22 and centrifugal microfluidics.23,24 Nevertheless,
most of these devices suffer from clogging at high concentrations and
have a relatively low throughput.25
One (previously) macro-scale separation technique that avoids
these issues is the hydrocyclone. Macro-scale hydrocyclones have
been widely used for decades to separate or classify big and heavy
particles.26–28 In prior works, the authors (and others) have demonstrated the potential of shrinking hydrocyclones to the microscale to push toward the separation of micro-particles or cells.29–33
The authors believe that this will be transformative for
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biotechnological applications such as the cultivation of cells. In one
particular application (investigated in the present work), to eliminate problems of current separation methods—such as cell damage
(due to high shear stress) and high operating costs—there is a need
for an alternative method to separate adherent cells from their suspension scaffolds, also known as microcarriers (MCs).34–36
Micro-hydrocyclones can be a proper substitute for these conventional separation methods, including downstream bulk process of
tangential flow filtration (TFF), counter-flow centrifugation elutriation (CCE), or dead-end sieving.37,38 But, due to the fact that the
hydrocyclone is inherently a complex 3D device, the miniaturization of hydrocyclones has been limited by the resolution of the
manufacturing process.
With the advent of micro-fabrication and high-resolution additive manufacturing, however, it is now possible to “miniaturize” conventional systems and develop new technologies. High-resolution
additive manufacturing,39,40 can—as of 2020—produce feature sizes
down to 10 μm,39 which will enable the separation of microparticles/
cells.41–43 In addition, the 3D-printing technology has recently
crossed the threshold where such micro-scale parts can be accurately
produced.44–46 As it is now possible to do rapid prototyping of
unique microdevices that can precisely manipulate particle flows on
the microscale,47 our ability to directly observe and gain fundamental
insights into such microparticle-laden flows has lagged.
In our previous study, we proposed a 3D-printed microhydrocyclone that could be applied to the primary harvesting of microalgae cells.31 In that study, however, the flow inside the microhydrocyclone could not be observed due to the opaque materials used
in the device. However, we realized that without being able to visualize
the particle movement and flow behavior inside a micro-hydrocyclone,
we were quite dependent on our simulations (which required a lot of
simplifying assumptions). The flow inside macro-scale hydrocyclones
(Dc > 10 mm) has been studied in detail using direct evidence from
laser Doppler anemometry (LDA), particle imaging velocimetry (PIV),
and other observation techniques.48–50 On the micro-scale, though, the
flow field and particle behavior have never been directly observed. We
believe that this is due to the complexity of the fabrication process and
the restrictions of empirical observations.
To address this, we report a two-step workflow for the fabrication of transparent micro-hydrocyclones using the 3D wax printing
technique. A 3D printed sacrificial mold is utilized to fabricate the
micro-hydrocyclone with high resolution (6 μm–25 μm in the Z
direction) using soft lithography. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS),
which is commonly used for 2D microscale devices, was selected to
produce the final device because of its optical transparency. The
transparent micro-hydrocyclone is used for flow visualization and
for particle tracking. In addition, we have used this device to showcase the separation of stem cells from microcarriers while observing
cell and microcarrier movement. Due to the constant improvement
in the 3D printers’ resolution, it is hoped that designs similar to
the one proposed in the present study can be extended to various
applications required for low-cost and high-throughput operations.

This is possible because of the presence of double vortex flow field
in which some of the flow goes out the top of the cyclone (e.g., the
overflow adjacent to the inlets), and some goes out the bottom
(e.g., the underflow) of the cyclone. The inner upward vortex (i.e.,
the secondary vortex) counterbalances the outer downward vortex
(the primary vortex). This swirling flow gives rise to the centrifugal
force that pushes the larger/denser particles to the wall, while the
smaller/lighter particles are dragged to the low-pressure zone in
the center, where they can be carried by the secondary vortex to
the overflow exit. Accordingly, a particle having a diameter (Dp)
and density (ρp) will have three forces acting on it: (i) the centrifugal force (Fc), an outward radial direction due to the tangential
velocity (vt); (ii) the buoyant force (Fb), an inward radial direction
that is due to the density difference of the fluid (ρf ) and the particle
(ρp); and (iii) the drag force (Fd), which causes the particles to
follow the flow inward or outward, depending upon the local radial
velocity (vr) of the particle so that it always opposes the particle
movement due to the fluid viscosity μ. The magnitude of the drag
force depends on the fluid viscosity, μ, the particle size and shape,
and the turbulence flow intensity. These forces are mathematically
defined by Eqs. (1)–(3).51 Other forces such as pressure gradient
force, Saffman lift force (∼15 orders of magnitude smaller than the
drag force), and Brownian motion can be ignored due to extremely
small magnitudes compared to other forces,52
2
3 vt
vt2 πρp Dp r
Fc ¼ m ¼
,
r
6

πDp vt2
vt2
¼
ρ,
r
6 r f

(2)

Fd ¼ 3πDp μvr :

(3)

The separation performance and flow physics inside a hydrocyclone are broadly dependent on its design parameters.53,54 The
geometric dimensions are provided in Table I and illustrated in the
inset of Fig. 1, where Dc, L1, L2, Di, Do, Du, and h, are cylindricalsection diameter, cylindrical-section length, conical-section length,
feed inlet diameter, overflow diameter, and underflow diameter,
respectively. Although there are a lot of parameters, only a few key
design ratios, dependent on the cylindrical section diameter, Dc, are
needed to specify the geometry of a hydrocyclone. For example, the
Bradley ratio and Reitema’s ratio provide simplified design rules for
fabricating hydrocyclones.55 In this study, our micro-hydrocyclone
was designed based on Bradley’s geometric ratio56 as the Bradley
model achieves a smaller cut size than Reitema, thereby more suitable for our purpose.56
TABLE I. Geometric parameters of the fabricated micro-hydrocyclone.

Parameters
(mm)

Dc

L1

The tangential injection of a fluid into a confined space produces a swirling flow field in a cyclone, leading to flow separation.

Our design

3

2.16
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(1)

3

Fb ¼ Vp ρf

II. DESIGN AND THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
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L2

Di

23.16 0.428

Do

Du

0.40 0.65

No. of
inlets
2
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the workflow for the fabrication and characterization of a transparent PDMS-made micro-hydrocyclone. The cyclone body was first printed
using a wax 3D printer (critical dimensions are illustrated in the inset) and then positioned into a casting box for soft lithography. Afterward, wax materials were removed
from the PDMS block, and the transparent micro-hydrocyclone was fabricated by cutting extra PDMS parts using a blade. The micro-hydrocyclone was then placed horizontally on the microscope for fluorescent, bright field, and high-speed camera imaging and microscopy.
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III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Numerical simulation
Despite the simplicity of the micro-hydrocyclone geometry,
the high-velocity turbulent swirl flow inside the microhydrocyclone makes the CFD simulation of the flow difficult. As
the fluid flow inside the micro-hydrocyclone is a highly anisotropic
turbulent flow, turbulence models are needed to carry out the
numerical simulations. Based on prior studies,57,58 the Reynolds
stress model (RSM) was chosen as the most appropriate approach
for simulating the flow in a micro-hydrocyclone. To this end, the
CAD model of the micro-hydrocyclone was drafted using
SolidWorks 2016 (Dassault Systèmes, USA). Afterward, this model
was discretized by ICEM 19.2 (ANSYS). Using FLUENT 19.2
(ANSYS), mesh independence analysis was performed to obtain
the optimum size of grids. In this model, the particle–liquid behavior was simulated under steady flow conditions. Eulerian and
Lagrangian methods were employed to simulate the continuous
phase and particle trajectories, respectively. A uniform inlet velocity
(V = 5 m/s) and atmospheric pressure boundary conditions were
applied for both inlets and outlets, respectively. Due to the
high-pressure gradients of the double-vortex flow inside the

Separation efficiency (%) ¼

The micro-hydrocyclone model was printed with a
SolidscapeVR MAX2 printer (Solidscape, Inc., USA). Due to long
and thin overhanging structures, some additional supports were
added to the design without affecting the main micro-hydrocyclone
structure.44 The printer mentioned above uses a combination of
additive and subtractive manufacturing to make an object by developing successive 2D layers. Each layer is created using a direct
writing technique, wherein molten wax droplets deposit on the
layer and solidify by cooling on impact. The printing resolution
after comparison of surface finish was found to be (a) at the
highest resolution up to 6 μm and (b) at the coarser setting, 25 μm.
When the coarser resolution setting was used, the test models were
printed at 25 μm resolution taking approximately 10 h. The finer
settings took ∼five times longer (e.g., ∼50 h of the printing time).
The final main structure and the surrounding structure were
printed in the 3Z Model material and 3Z Support material (from
Solidscape Inc.), respectively. After the printing completion, the
part was removed from the build plate by putting it on a hot plate
at 60 °C. Thereupon, the detached part was immersed in a support
removal solvent (Vantage Specialty Chemicals, USA) at 60 °C for
30 min to remove the support material. Afterward, the product was
placed on a specially designed PDMS casting box with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer Kit, Dow
Corning) poured on top of it. The PDMS was mixed at a ratio of

Published under license by AIP Publishing.

micro-hydrocyclone, an algorithm is required to compute the pressure profile. For this purpose, the PRESTO (pressure staggered
option) scheme was used. Furthermore, the SIMPLE (semi-implicit
method pressure-linked equations) algorithm was employed for the
pressure velocity coupling and momentum equations. Based on a
prior study, the turbulent kinetic energy needs to be second-order,
and the Reynolds stresses need to be the first order.59 To ensure
the accuracy of the solution, the criterion for the convergence of
the scaled residuals was set to 1 × 10−5. The particle trajectories
were calculated using the discrete phase model (DPM), considering
the volume fraction of the particles to be less than 10%. In the
computation of the particle trajectories, the program keeps track of
momentum exchange between the particle and the surrounding
continuous phase. For the two-way coupled multi-phase flow, the
calculation of the continuous and discrete phase flows was alternated, and a converged solution was achieved.
Particles reaching the overflow were set to “escape,” while
those reaching the underflow were set to “trapped”. The hydrodynamic profiles of the particles, velocity, and pressure contours on
different planes were observed. Finally, the separation efficiency
was calculated by Eq. (4),

No: of particles trapped
100:
Total No: of particles ( trapped þ escaped)

B. Device fabrication
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(4)

7:1 (base: curing agent). It is important to note that a lower mixing
ratio was used than the usual 10:1 to make the PDMS harder (i.e., a
higher bulk modulus) so that it will be less deformable under the
high flow rates. Then, the assembly was degassed in a vacuum
chamber, followed by a vacuum curing at 65–75 °C for 3 h. The
cured PDMS containing the wax model was then sliced at the
beginning point of the inlets and outlets, perpendicularly. Finally,
the 3D printed wax model was molten/drained away from the
inside the PDMS by placing the device in an oven (at 120 °C for
2 h, noting that the melting temperature of the wax is 95–120 °C).
To remove the residual wax, the device was flushed with acetone
(Fig. S1 in the supplementary material). A schematic illustration of
the fabrication process is depicted in Fig. 1.
C. Sample preparation
To investigate the device performance, the suspension of fluorescent microparticles (Fluoresbrite Microspheres, Polysciences Inc,
Singapore) with three different sizes of 3, 10, and 100 μm and mammalian cells was utilized. The particle–liquid suspensions were prepared by mixing the microparticles in a buffer solution consisting of
1× phosphate buffered saline (PBS), 2 mM EDTA supplemented
with 0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA). The mesenchymal stem
cells (MSCs) used in the present study were cultured in a T75 tissue
culture flask and later inside a 250 ml spinner flask (Corning) with
its specific culture media which was MEM-Alpha (Gibco, USA) supplemented with 10% v/v fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco, USA) and
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1% v/v Pen-Strep (Pen-Strep Solution, Biological Industries, Israel).
To perform a cell count, 5 μl of Solution-13 stain containing acridine
orange and 40 ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Solution 13
AO-DAPI 1 ml, Chemometec, Denmark) was spiked into 100 μl of
the suspended cell sample. The viable cell count (three measurements) was measured with a Nucleocounter (Nucleocounter
NC-250, Chemometec, Denmark).
For the suspension cell culture, we used 250 ml spinner flasks
and polystyrene microcarriers (MCs) (Sigma with an average size
of 180 μm) throughout the experiments. The concentration of the
microcarrier stock was 10 mg/ml of beads in PBS and the concentration of the MCs was 2 mg/ml. The polystyrene MCs were seeded
with 2.4 × 104 cells/ml of the culture media. The spinner flask was
agitated at 38 rpm. Cells were cultured on MCs for seven days in an
incubator at 37 °C and 5% CO2 level, in which 50% fresh culture
medium was exchanged for all spinner cultures on days 2, 4, and 6.
D. Cell counting and analysis
Before and after running the media through the microhydrocyclone, the cell sizes, concentrations, and viability were measured by a flow cytometer using propidium iodide dye. For verification, the traditional Trypan blue exclusion test was also performed
using a hemocytometer, and it was found that the results agreed
with results obtained using the flow cytometry.
E. Experimental setup and procedures
Before testing with cells, the micro-hydrocyclone was characterized by surrogate polystyrene fluorescent microparticles at different flow rates. BSA was added to avoid microparticle adhesion to
micro-hydrocyclone walls and tubing. To dissociate any aggregates,
the suspension was sonicated for an hour in a cold water bath and
stirred regularly during the experiments using a vortex mixer to
ensure homogeneity.
For the in situ characterization of the flow, the device was
positioned horizontally on an inverted epifluorescence microscope
(Olympus IX73 inverted microscope with DP80 camera) using a
high-speed camera (FASTCAM SA5, Photron Inc., USA). The
microparticle suspensions were injected into the microhydrocyclone using a peristaltic pump (Shenchen, LabV1, China),
and the results were analyzed using Fiji software (https://fiji.sc/).
For easy identification of the particle sizes, different colored particles were chosen (i.e., 3 and 10 μm appeared green in blue light,
whereas the 100 μm particles looked red in green light). Particle
traces and movements through the micro-hydrocyclone were monitored using a high-speed and fluorescent camera at different flow
rates. To obtain this, certain frames using the high-speed camera
can be viewed in series to track the particle as it swirls through the
micro-hydrocyclone body and flows down to the underflow. Due to
the difference in the length scales of the particles and the overall
dimensions of the micro-hydrocyclone, the whole length could not
be viewed. Of course, at lower magnifications, the particles cannot
be imaged individually. As a trade-off, a low magnification lens
(i.e., 2×) was used with the Olympus microscope and traces of
larger diameter particles (i.e., ∼180 μm particles) were analyzed.
For smaller particles, a much higher magnification was required,
for which the micro-hydrocyclone width could not be entirely seen.
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The micro-hydrocyclone was mounted horizontally on the microscope focused near the wall close to the microscope lens and the
videos were recorded by the high-speed camera at 8882 frames per
second (fps). In order to depict particle trajectories, the difference
between each frame of the video file and a reference frame was
evaluated using Fiji software. Since the camera was focused near
the micro-hydrocyclone wall, some parts of the particle trace are
missing as the particle swirled away from the level of focusing. The
trajectory resumed as the particle completed its rotation and came
back into focus (Video S1 in the supplementary material).
After the characterization of the device with the microparticles, the device was evaluated using MSCs and MCs. All the cellbased studies were performed inside a biosafety cabinet to avoid
any contamination. The devices and tubing were first autoclaved
and flushed with 70% ethanol for 1 h and washed out with sterile
distilled water. The cell culture was then fed into the microhydrocyclone through the peristaltic pump. Samples collected from
initial culture flask and micro-hydrocyclone outlets were used for
MSC/MC counts and viability analysis.
For quantitative analysis, the discharge from both outlets was
collected in different Falcon tubes and microbeads concentration
before and after separation was determined with a hemocytometer.
Based on these particle counts, the efficiency of microhydrocyclone is determined by Eq. (5),
Hydrocyclone efficiency ¼ 1 

Xo
,
X

(5)

where Xo and X are the concentrations of overflow stream and the
feed, respectively.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Simulation results
Figure 2 illustrates the contours of pressure magnitude, velocity, and particle distribution along the horizontal (near the top of
the cylindrical section) and vertical planes (along the central axis)
of a micro-hydrocyclone. Since the outlets were assumed to be
open to the atmosphere, and that an inner upward vortex flow
formed (all these results were confirmed for the first time by experimental evidence, as illustrated in Sec. IV B), there is a great pressure gradient where the fluid enters the micro-hydrocyclone, i.e.,
regions close to the inlets, and by moving toward outlets, the pressure near the micro-hydrocyclsone wall decreases. Consequently,
an air core region with low pressures is developed within the
micro-hydrocyclone body, as shown in Fig. 2(a). As the flow velocity inside the micro-hydrocyclone is directly related to the centrifugal forces acting on the particles caused by the swirling flow, the
analysis of the flow velocity contours is of great importance. On
the top plane of the micro-hydrocyclone, there was a drastic
increase in the velocity magnitude as the fluid passed through the
inlet pipes. However, as the fluid flows into the micro-hydrocyclone
body and swirls around the micro-hydrocyclone walls, the velocity
decreased gradually [Fig. 2(b)]. The high velocities in the cylindrical section of the micro-hydrocyclone increase Fc acting on the particles and help to push the bigger particles toward the walls. A very
low velocity region (in dark blue and yellow) [Fig. 2(c)] in the
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FIG. 2. (a) Pressure contours in the computational model of micro-hydrocyclone on the top and front planes. (b) Velocity magnitude contour on the top and front plane at
the feed velocity V = 5 m/s (Q = ∼43 ml/min for each inlet). (c) Contours of Y-velocity (axial velocity) on the top and front planes. Positive velocities indicate upward fluid
flow, whereas the negative velocities show the downward flow. (d) The distribution of particles with varying sizes on the front plane and the spreading of particles on different planes along with the height of the micro-hydrocyclone shown in the insets (0 is showing the position on the yellow line passing through the micro hydrocyclone
center).
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middle of the cyclone can also be observed, depicting the air core
region (i.e., the center of the swirling flow). This also depicts the
presence of two vortices, the negative Y-velocity magnitudes show
the downward flow towards the underflow (outer vortex), while the
positive magnitudes represent the flow toward the overflow (inner
vortex).
Analysis of particle trajectory within the micro-hydrocyclone
chamber can give insight toward understanding the concept of the
separation efficiency of the micro-hydrocyclone. In this regard, the
distribution of particles with a size variety on the vertical plane is
demonstrated in Fig. 2(d). The planes indicated in Fig. 2(d) are
further elaborated for particle size distribution in the graph presented in the insets. For y = 28 mm, which is near the microhydrocyclone inlet, the particles are spread out randomly through
the width of the micro-hydrocyclone. At y = 25 mm, the peak of
the larger particles shifts towards the micro-hydrocyclone walls,
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while the smaller particles are still present near the microhydrocyclone center. A similar trend holds at the plane at
y = 15 mm, except that the number of smaller particles is lower
than the previous plane, indicating that many of the smaller particles are caught up by the inner vortex flow approaching the overflow. This is also evident in Fig. 2(c) as the contour illustrates some
positive magnitudes of y-velocity indicating the upward flow,
between the planes y = 25 mm and 15 mm. Please note that the y
axis of Fig. 2(d) indicates particle size, with a value of “0” denoting
that no particles were observed in that location.
B. Experimental results
Previous simulation studies60,61 revealed that separation efficiency is directly affected by the inner vortex flow. Since the flow
enters from two opposite sides in the micro-hydrocyclone, a

FIG. 3. Microscopic picture of the inner upward vortex inside a micro-hydrocyclone at two different flow rates of 10 and 70 ml/min, which is obtained using 3 μm fluorescent particles. At the lower flow rate of 10 ml/min, the inner upward (core) vortex fluctuates along the cyclone axis, whereas at the higher flow rate of 70 ml/min, it
becomes more stable. Scale bar, 1 mm.
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symmetrical flow field develops through the entire chamber of
micro-hydrocyclone, leading to a “stable” inner vortex flow.
Subsequently, two distinguished flows that carry different particle
sizes can be effectively segregated into the lighter flow (e.g., an
inner upward vortex flow containing finer, lighter particles) and
the outer vortex flow (e.g., a downward flow containing bigger,
denser particles). Our observations (see Fig. 3), however, revealed
that at lower flow rates, the inner upward vortex flow tends to
meander along the vertical axis of the double inlet microhydrocyclone. By increasing the flow rate from 10 to 70 ml/min,
the inner vortex flow becomes more stable, and its diameter gradually increases, as shown in Fig. 3 (Video S2 in the supplementary
material). This helps explain why an increase in the inlet flow rate
elevates the separation efficiency [Fig. 6(b)].62
As was mentioned in numerical results, particles swirl within
the micro-hydrocyclone during their path to the outlet (Fig. S2A in
the supplementary material). Using the process of capturing the
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particle trajectory and motion by the high speed camera, as
explained in Sec. III E, the rotation and velocity of the particles
potentially can be calculated for comparison with the numerical
simulation. As illustrated in Fig. 4, for two flow rates of 30 and
70 ml/min, due to the turbulence, the path followed, and the
number of turns, each particle follows a slightly different path
through the same section. The previous studies63,64 revealed that,
by increasing the size of a particle, the time required for a particle
to leave the chamber increases. Also the density is proved to be
another influential factor in the residence time. In this study, the
effect of the flow rate on particle movements is investigated.
According to the traces, in lower flow rates, particles are more
likely to move back and forth through the micro-hydrocyclone
chamber, which results in the increase in the residence time.
Therefore, the higher the flow rate is, the lower the residence time
becomes. Shorter residence time can potentially moderate the shear
stress levels applied to the cells inside the micro-hydrocyclone.65

FIG. 4. Movement of 180 μm particle at two different flow rates of 30 and 70 ml/min. The pink dashed lines show only the unfocused particle trajectories within the microhydrocyclone. Based on the trajectories, in lower flow rates, particles are more likely to move back and forth through the micro-hydrocyclone chamber and fluctuate around
the vertical axis, which results in the increase in the residence time.
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Small scale cyclones are proven to be useful devices for highthroughput cell separation and have been previously utilized for
cell/particle separation.31 To do this, we initially characterized our
micro-hydrocyclones using surrogate fluorescent particles (10 and
100 μm) to find the optimum separation efficiencies. These
particle sizes were selected to mimic the separation of MCs from
MSCs—an application which requires a good solution in the
biotechnology industry.66 Similar to the previous section, the
micro-hydrocyclone was mounted horizontally [Fig. 5(a)] on
the microscope stage to obtain the particle traces using a sensitive
CCD camera. The particle trajectories imaged at the feed flow rate
of 75 ml/min at vertical location y = 2 mm and 30 mm for
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underflow and overflow, respectively. At this flow rate, many of
10 μm particles exited through both outlets due to insufficient
forces acting on the particles [Fig. 5(b)]. On the contrary, almost
all of the 100 μm particles exited through the underflow, and no
particle traces could be seen at the overflow [Fig. 5(c)].
Comparing these results with the simulation results [Fig. 2(d)],
the same trend of separation for both particle sizes is observed, at
a similar flow rate/feed velocity. Thus, the experimental results
validate the simulation. These results show the potential application of the micro-hydrocyclone when the fractionation of different
sizes of particles/cells is required (Fig. S2C and Video S3 in the
supplementary material).

FIG. 5. (a) Experimental setup for fluorescent microscopy of micro-hydrocyclone. (b) Streamlines of the overflow for two different particle sizes of 10 and 100 μm. It is
clear that only 10 μm particles pass through the overflow. The images were taken at Z = 2 mm and 30 mm for underflow and overflow, respectively, following the same
reference as used for simulation in Fig. 2. (c) Underflow streamlines for two different particle sizes of 10 and 100 μm. Almost all 100 μm particles (efficiency >95%) went
through the underflow.
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FIG. 6. (a) Schematic model of experimental setup which depicts the hemocytometer images of the feed mixture of MSCs and MCs, overflow sample showing MSCs only,
and the underflow sample showing MSCs and concentrated MCs at 70 ml/min. The inset also shows the MSCs cultured on MCs via experimental and schematic illustrations. (b) Comparison of efficiency curves for MCs and MSCs over a range of feed flow rates. By increasing the flow rate from 30 to 150 ml/min, the separation efficiency
of MSCs and MCs was enhanced, while the separation efficiency for MCs was up to 95%. (c) Variation on cell viability for different flow rates. Cell viability for all flow rates
was more than 95%.

To take this a step further, as a proof of concept, we have used
the “transparent” micro-hydrocyclone to investigate the trend of
separation efficiency variation over a range of flow rates for the
MCs and MSCs [Fig. 6(a)]. For the flow rates between 30 and
150 ml/min, the separation efficiency of MSCs from MCs was
increasingly enhanced, as was visually confirmed in Fig. 3.
Therefore, at the flow rate Q = 70 ml/min, the cells exited through
both outlets following the fluid flow, whereas up to 95% of the
MCs were forced to exit through the underflow only. The viability
of the cells was also monitored for each flow rate and no dramatic
drop in viability was observed [Fig. 6(b)]. This shows that the high
stresses inside the micro-hydrocyclone negligibly changed cell viability. At lower flow rates, efficiency of the cells slightly decreased,
whereas there was a considerable enhancement at higher flow rates
resulting in a higher cell concentration in the underflow. Therefore,
for the fractionation or for the removal of the microcarriers from
the mixture, the flow rate of 70 ml/min would be optimal. The cells
were collected at the overflow and the cells lost to the underflow
were recaptured by the recirculation of the underflow [Fig. 6(a)].
Cell recovery rate depends on the flow ratio, which is the fraction
of the flow toward the underflow. For this design, the flow ratio
was 60% which means 40% recovery of the cells to the overflow, for
one passage. However, with the recirculation of the underflow
stream, higher recovery rates ∼80% were achieved.
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It can be concluded that the designed PDMS-based transparent micro-hydrocyclone can be used as a fast, continuous, reliable,
and cheap alternative for various biotechnological applications.
Furthermore, a transparent PDMS-based micro-hydrocyclone also
allows real-time monitoring of the separation process and efficiency, which could be useful in industries as compared to repeated
sample taking and counting. Surface transparency can also help to
detect clogging or particle built up that could arise over time when
dealing with such large-sized particles. Also, due to the simple
geometry of the micro-hydrocyclone, the maintenance and cleaning
of the device can be easy to carry out and monitor.
V. CONCLUSION
The main aim of this study was to propose a workflow for fabrication and flow visualization of a transparent PDMS-made microhydrocyclone. This is useful for next generation 3D devices that
take advantage of additive manufacturing. In our approach, a new
micro-hydrocyclone design was fabricated using a 3D-printed
dissolvable mold and soft lithography with PDMS. This resulted in
a transparent design wherein we were able to observe particle
trajectories for different fluorescent and non-fluorescent particles
could easily be identified at the entrance, middle, and outlets of
the PDMS-made micro-hydrocyclone, making the efficiency
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determination and particle trajectory much easier. The experimental results also validated the simulation results and has a potential
to reveal things that could not be observed with the simulation
model due to the various assumptions and simplification. For
instance, vortex fluctuations and bounce-like movement of the particles could not be observed in our numerical model since these
simulations are performed at the steady-state conditions to save
time and computational cost. The difference between experimental
and numerical results (Fig. S2C in the supplementary material) is
highlighting this matter too.
Furthermore, the high-speed imaging of bigger particles
(∼180 μm) also depicted the particles swirling inside the main
micro-hydrocyclone body, enabling calculations of the rotation,
angular velocity, and velocity magnitudes for the future investigations. The presence of turbulent eddies makes the theoretical and
numerical analysis of the fluid/particle behavior complex, whereas
the proposed method of direct observation takes into account all
the real phenomena (including fabrication tolerances and surface
roughness) within the 3D device. To showcase the potential
application of this device, tests were conducted with living cells
(e.g., separating them from polystyrene microcarriers). This
produced encouraging results with more than 95% removal of the
microparticles from the cell culture at the optimized flow rate of
Q = 70 ml/min and little loss of cell viability.
Based upon this study, it can be concluded that the ability of
3D-printing to fabricate complex geometries can open up a lot of
new avenues of research and development, such as microhydrocyclones. In such applications, using transparent materials,
like PDMS, for these devices will enable biologists to dynamically
monitor the operation of the device. These characteristics are
crucial when it comes to commercialization of the microfluidic
devices and for dealing with large volumes of cell cultures to
process.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See the supplementary material for (1) PDMS box for the
casting of the PDMS on the wax model, (2) (A) Simulated trajectories of 10 and 100 μm particles through micro hydrocyclone at
v = 5 m/s, (B) the comparison of separation efficiency for the two
experimental and numerical models; (3) cell proliferation analysis
after passing through the device to confirm the cell viability; (4)
high-speed camera movie for the particle trajectory at flow rates of
30 and 70 ml/min; (5) fluorescent microscopy video of particles at
flow rates of 10 and 70 ml/min; and (6) fluorescent microscopy
video of 10 μm and 100 μm particles at the underflow and overflow
outlets.
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